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Violent crime surge in London amid significant cuts to police The London Police records data that is related to many
different types of crime. We are providing you with the information that we believe is of the greatest Crime in London
- Wikipedia On knife crime, 45 percent of suspected female perpetrators were black for gun crime, 58 percent and for
robberies, 52 percent. Operation Trident was set up in March 1998 by the Metropolitan Police to investigate gun crime
in Londons black community after black-on-black shootings in Lambeth and Brent. News for CRIME IN LONDON
Victim of fatal van crash outside London mosque named Anti-hate crime group says it was expecting a mosque attack.
Watchdog told of spike in anti-Muslim Crime statistics for 2016 to 2017 - Metropolitan Police Apr 12, 2017 Similar
to the rest of England and Wales, crime rates in London are rising, but many of these are still at a much lower level than
five years ago View latest crime figures, maps and statistics for London here on - the leading independent crime data
platform. Top 10 worst London boroughs for crime - Find a Hood Number of crimes and crime rate by type of public
transport, including bus, LU / DLR, London Overground, and London Tramlink. Monthly data released 3 Race and
crime in the United Kingdom - Wikipedia Sadiq Khan reveals rise in hate crime after London Bridge attack
Level of crime. 55.44, Moderate. Crime increasing in the past 3 years. 56.23, Moderate. Worries home broken and
things stolen. 44.75, Moderate. Worries being Gun crime in London increases by 42% - BBC News A recent study
reveals the most dangerous areas of crime in London. So, which London boroughs have the highest levels of crime? Roll
call of death: Map shows how widespread knife crime is across Apr 12, 2017 Years of budget cuts partly to blame,
says police force, as recorded crime increased in virtually every category in 2016-17. Surge in anti-Muslim hate
crimes in wake of London - Daily Express Apr 12, 2017 The Met says although crime rates are rising, they remain at
a lower level than five years ago. London - UK Crime Stats We work closely with the Metropolitan Police Wildlife
Crime Unit, supporting specific projects and helping increase Londoners awareness of wildlife crime. Crime News
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The Independent Grieving family members join hundreds of marchers in fight against 1 day ago HATE crimes
against Muslims spiked following the terror attacks in London and Manchester. 11 Londoners stabbed to death in 16
days: the Standard launches Jun 7, 2017 There has been a spike in the number of racist incidents recorded since the
London Bridge attack, mayor of London Sadiq Khan has warned. Crime in London Pages in category Crime in
London. The following 41 pages are in this category, out of 41 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn
more). Crime News London Evening Standard May 19, 2017 Children as young as six are carrying knives and
10-year-olds are arming themselves with weapons out of fear, the countrys top police officer Crime in London. Safety
in London - Cost of Living Jun 5, 2017 Read the latest Anglia stories, Man knocked unconscious and called a terrorist
in suspected hate crime following London attack on ITV News, Images for CRIME IN LONDON Category:Crime
in London - Wikipedia May 12, 2017 After 11 stabbing deaths in two weeks in London, a senior detective fighting the
crime epidemic talks to Justin Davenport about the complexities Knife crime in London is so bad six-year-olds are
now arming - Metro This website has now closed and it will not be updated in future. For information on
police-recorded crime in London, please visit the Metropolitan Police Service Crime Map - London Police Service
May 16, 2017 Londons motorcycle theft and moped-assisted crime wave has led to claims angry bikers are recruiting
vigilantes to take on criminal gangs. Crime Statistics - London Police Service We completed a study to see which of
Londons boroughs has the highest levels of crime. So, what are the most dangerous areas of London? Crime in London
- Wikipedia Evidence shows that the black population in London statistics on accusations of crime broken down by
race from Vigilante Motorcycle Groups Forming In London To Combat Moped Homicide rates between major US
cities and major European ones (i.e. New I got the New York stats from Wiki and the London stats from the
Metropolitan Police Wildlife crime in London UK World Animal Protection May 7, 2017 Grieving family members
join hundreds of marchers in fight against knife crime in London. An estimated 500 marchers gathered in north Met
warns of steep rise in London gun and knife crime UK news You can see crimes on our publicly accessible crime
map. Protect yourself and your property by understanding the crime that is going on in your neighbourhood. Violent
crime jumps 27 per cent in new figures - Telegraph All the latest crime news in London, around the UK from the
London Evening Standard.
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